SITUATION POSSIBLY CONFUSED BECAUSE OF FIGURES EXPRESSED
MONOVALENT STOP BRAZILIAN CONTRACT IS FOR THREEMILLION
PREVALENT STOP SUGGEST YOU REREAD MY LETTER WHICH MAKES
THIS CLEAR STOP DELIVERY OF TOTAL OF SIXMILLION
MONOVALENT GUANABARA COMPLETED STOP BALANCE THREEMILLION
MONOVALENT AWAITING REQUEST FOR DESPATCH BY BRAZILIAN

THE COMPANY WILL APPRECIATE SUGGESTIONS FROM ITS PATRONS CONCERNING ITS SERVICE
AUTHORITIES STOP OUR BRAZILIAN MANAGER BRANDT WHO HAS COPY OF MY LETTER TO YOU CURRENTLY STAYING AT HARVARD CLUB NEW YORK STOP SUGGEST YOU TELEPHONE HIM TO CLARIFY SITUATION STOP CURRENT DEMAND HAS NOW EXHAUSTED ALL GOVERNMENT RELIEF SUPPLIES STOP LARGE QUANTITIES COMING FORWARD ALREADY LARGELY COMMITTED UNTIL SPRING 1962 BUT IF FIRM REQUEST FOR FURTHER SUPPLIES COME FROM BRAZIL WILL USE EVERY ENDEAVOUR TO SUPPLY FOLLOW UP DEMAND WHEN BALANCE OF POLIO IS AVAILABLE BUT BECAUSE OF DEVALUATION OF CRUZEIRO NEW PRICE MUST BE NEGOTIATED STOP ALL VACCINE SUPPLY OF OLD CONTRACT AT PREVIOUSLY AGREED PRICE
DESPITE LARGE EXCHANGE LOSS TO WELLCOME STOP TELEGRAM

COPIED TO BRANDT AND GARCIA GREENING.